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Analgesics in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Pandemic has reinforced demand
Seasonal consumption and high level of price sensitivity
Local player leads in heavily advertised category

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Self-medication trend and promotional activity to support demand
Intense competitive environment
Increasing competition from rival products
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Heavy flu season supports growth
Hemofarm retains lead
Price sensitivity influencing demand

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Consumers confident in self-medication
Persistent price sensitivity
Growing competition
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Consumers focusing on essential purchases
Signs of consolidation
Herbal/traditional products strong in dermatologicals

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Improvement expected later in forecast period
Fading stigma
Focus on efficacy and duration of effects
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Unhealthy diets
Health and wellness trend undermines demand
Price sensitivity supports demand for local products
PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Ongoing price sensitivity early in forecast period
Shift to healthier diets
Intensification of competition
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Post-pandemic lifestyles drive up demand
Consumers looking to economise
Hansaplast benefits from broad offer and extensive distribution

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Lifestyle shifts to stimulate demand
Continued pricing competition
Leading players to build on established strength
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Ongoing dynamism
Expanding offer
Pricing competition intensifies

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Positive outlook in health conscious environment
Expanding product offer
Persistently price conscious environment
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Dietary Supplements in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

End of pandemic and challenging economic scenario drive down sales
Strong decline in former growth categories
Private label opportunities

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Return to growth
Categories to thrive on heightened levels of awareness after pandemic
Pricing competition to intensify
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Vitamins in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Further significant decline
Lack of brand loyalty offers hope to private label
Significant decline in previously dynamic categories

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Consumers set to display continued budget consciousness
Increasing competition from minerals
Return to growth
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Table 54 - Sales of Vitamins by Category: Value 2018-2023
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Weight Management and Wellbeing in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Sales hit by consumer budget consciousness
Hectic lifestyles support demand for quick fix options
Domestic player retains lead

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Demand for convenience to boost meal replacement and weight loss supplements
Slimming teas to benefit from interest in herbal options
Ongoing price sensitivity
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Herbal/Traditional Products in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2023 DEVELOPMENTS
High level of trust for herbal/traditional products
Pharmacists comfortable in recommending herbal/traditional products
Price consciousness affecting volumes

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Herbal/traditional products to remain popular
Increased prices to dampen demand
Increasing competition within the category and from beyond
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Paediatric Consumer Health in Serbia

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Demand affected by price consciousness
Significant demand for paediatric analgesics and cough and cold remedies
Paediatric vitamins and dietary supplements suffering from heightened budget consciousness

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Growth opportunities across categories
Ongoing price sensitivity to encourage promotional activity
Pharmacies facing growing competition
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